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Oonagh Grassie
enjoying the not-sourban bit of SOUL 1
at Edinburgh
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Grampian Orienteers
CLUB DINNER
Saturday 26th May at 7pm
Buchanans Bistro, Banchory
£23.50 per person

Details of the Bistro can be found at buchananfood.com/bistro.html.
For a sample menu click on the Bistro tab and scroll
to the link at the bottom of that page.
Names by Friday 9th March to Helen at sh.and@ gmx.com or 01467
620750
A deposit of £10 per person is required by Buchanans.
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT – MARCH 2012
Talk of structural change in British Orienteering is usually a recipe for ‘switch
off’ for most of us and so I rarely feel the need to use this space to reflect on
how the sport is organised but there is something coming along that will have
an impact in the place most people pay attention to – the pocket – so, here
goes…
British Orienteering is consulting on how to raise the money needed to
administer the sport across the UK. At present, revenue is generated through
a combination of membership fees and a levy to be paid on events. There is a
feeling that the membership fees are proportionately high compared to other
sports and that this is may be a bar to people remaining members when it
comes to renewal time. In addition, the levy only kicks in over a minimum
threshold, which for Gramp means that most of our events don’t attract a levy
or, if they do, only at a modest cost to the club.
The proposal being consulted upon turns this arrangement on its head, with
reduced membership fees of around £5 per person that will (it’s thought)
encourage more people to remain members. The payback comes by
changing the levy structure so that it would apply to every run at every event –
i.e. a ‘pay-as-you-go’ approach. If this approach is adopted, it is likely that
Gramp will have to increase entry fees by a minimum of £1.00 for every adult
and 33p for every junior competitor just to get us to the same financial position
we have been in previously.
This is a very simple summary of the proposal and its implications for us and
we (the committee) would like to get your thoughts on how this would affect
your engagement in the sport and whether you think it will be beneficial for
increasing membership and participation. So please, drop me an email in the
next couple of weeks and we’ll consider all views before responding to British
Orienteering on behalf of the club. I would also encourage you to respond
directly as an individual. Details of the proposal can be found at
www.britishorienteering.org.uk along with the contact details for response.
Anyway, enough of that – thanks to everyone who came along last Sunday to
the event at Bogendreip – 160 entrants! Must be close to a club record for this
type of event, so thanks to all who helped put the event on. Also, thanks to
Richard Oxlade, Sam Gomersall and their helpers who ran a very successful
Scottish Night Championships.
Pete
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SCOTTISH NIGHT CHAMPS 2012
photos by Ewen Rennie

Congrats to SNC 2012
(GRAMP) Champs:
Helen Rowlands W40+
Jack Gomersall M18A
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CLUB CONTACTS
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Mapping
Emit kit & club archive

* = committee member
Pete Lawrence*
Ian Hamilton *
Kevin Reynard*
Tim Griffin
Rob Hickling

chairman@ grampoc.com
secretary@ grampoc.com
treasurer@ grampoc.com
mapping@ grampoc.com
historian@ grampoc.com

Fixtures
fixtures@ grampoc.com
Helen Rowlands (Fixtures Coordinator and Officials)
Adrian Will (Fixtures Permissions)
Adrian Will* (Fixtures Registration BOF)
Membership
Newsletter
Website
Coaching
Child Protection
Social
Publicity

Jayne McGregor*
Rachel Scott
Rachel Scott
Ali Robertson*
Sean O’Sullivan*
Helen Anderson
Sam Gomersall*

membership@ grampoc.com
newsletter@ grampoc.com
webmaster@ grampoc.com

Or you can now use the contact forms on the website as well as these email addresses.
Have you spotted the “Follow” button bottom right on the new website where you can sign up
to get new posts sent to you by email? And the search facility at the top?
members@ grampoc.com if you want to share something with the rest of us but keep it O
related please – car sharing, second hand kit, news of events you think we'd enjoy....

Deadline for articles, photos and news for next TG is 30th April please.
Emails to newsletter@ grampoc.com or post to 40 Ann St, Stonehaven, AB39 2DB
If you’d prefer to receive Telegramp in .pdf format rather than by post tell me (same contacts
as above) and I’ll add you to the list.
The advantages of .pdf are full colour version, you get it a few days earlier and you’ll be
helping the planet and club funds by saving on paper and postage.
The disadvantages? You can’t read it in the bath while having a long, hot post-O soak unless
you want to risk your iPad ;-)
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Taken from the BOF fixtures calendar and local clubs' websites as of 25th February.
Bear in mind that things may change by the time the events happen so don’t take this list as
gospel truth and check on the relevant club’s website (or ask a fellow Gramp to do so if you
don’t have access.)
EOD = Entry on the Day EEE = Early Email Entry
MAR
11th Sun MAROC Allt Cailleach Level C GR NO354948 Nr Ballater
White to Brown, Reg: 10:30 – 12:30, EOD or EEE www.marocscotland.org.uk
GRAMP CHAMPS & (JD)2C
24th Sat MOR Saturday League @ Aberlour Level D
Parking at Speyside High School. Reg: 10:15 – 11:15, Starts: 10:30 – 11:30 EOD
Yellow ~2km and Long Orange/Light Green TD3-4 ~3km
£3.50/£2.50 moravianorienteering.org
25th Sun GRAMP Tyrebagger Level C GR NJ 848 110
White to Brown, Reg: 10:30 – 12:30, Starts: 11:00 – 13:00. £5/£2.50
EOD or EEE. GRAMP CHAMPS & (JD)2C
APR
1st Sun MAROC Shooting Greens Level D GR NO632944
Reg: 10:30 – 12:30??, EOD www.marocscotland.org.uk
20th Fri MAROC Deeside Summer Forest Sprint Series @ Tilqhuillie
18:30 – 19:00, course closes 19:30 One course, TD3 Orange, ~3km £3/£1, EOD
21st Sat MOR Saturday League @ Lossie Level D
Parking at NJ 256669. Reg: 10:15 – 11:15, Starts: 10:30 – 11:30 EOD
Yellow ~2km and Long Orange/Light Green TD3-4 ~3km
£3.50/£2.50 moravianorienteering.org
27th Fri GRAMP Deeside Summer Forest Sprint Series @ Crathes Castle
18:30 – 19:00, course closes 19:30 One course, TD3 Orange, ~3km £3/£1, EOD
29th Sun MAROC Balnagowan Level C GR NJ522012 Nr Aboyne
White to Brown, Reg: 10:30 – 12:30, Starts: 11:00 – 13:00 EOD or EEE
www.marocscotland.org.uk GRAMP CHAMPS & (JD)2C

MAY
4th Fri GRAMP Summer Forest Sprint Series @ Dunnottar Woods, Stonehaven
18:30 – 19:00, course closes 19:30 One course, TD3 Orange, ~3km £3/£1, EOD
11th Fri GRAMP Deeside Summer Forest Sprint Series @ Scolty, Nr Banchory
18:30 – 19:00, course closes 19:30 One course, TD3 Orange, ~3km £3/£1, EOD
21st Sat MOR Saturday League @ Sanquhar Forest, Forres Level D
Parking at IV36 1FG moravianorienteering.org
18th Fri MAROC Deeside Summer Forest Sprint Series @ Dess
18:30 – 19:00, course closes 19:30 One course, TD3 Orange, ~3km £3/£1, EOD
25th Fri MAROC Deeside Summer Forest Sprint Series @ Corsedarder
18:30 – 19:00, course closes 19:30 One course, TD3 Orange, ~3km £3/£1, EOD
26th Sat GRAMP CLUB DINNER – see page 2
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Deeside Night Cup 2011/12
It would appear that night orienteers' propensity to chat and comment on DNC events is
directly proportional to the amount of snow lying on the ground. Last year, the DNC blog was
humming with tales of skitey roads and swimming through waist-high snow; this year we've
had a fantastic run of dry and often warm nights and the blog has been very, very quiet.
So – no juicy snippets to be had to give you a feel for what happened but just the following
from Jon Musgrave:
"Many thanks to all the planners for a great set of courses over the series, to the planners of
the training events (back in early Nov 2011), to Richard Oxlade [and Adrian Will ] for
coordinating the Gramp end of things, to Rachel for the DNC blog, to Alastair and Esther for
obtaining the Maroc area permissions, to Ewan for being very patient every Wednesday
while his mum and dad disappear into the forest for a long time, to the Derbar for coping with
40 of us descending en-masse! and finally to all of you for turning out come rain (er, not
much), snow (almost none)…. – well for turning out to the events in such numbers and
making the DNC continue to be Britain’s Premier Night Orienteering Competition!
484 runs, 92 individuals – both records
Best Course:
Birsemore Hill – Drew Tivendale (bottle of wine and choc egg claimed by Andy…)
Toughest of the Tough:
Shooting Greens – Chris Low (2nd year in a row for Shooting Greens!)
Best/Worst Mistake:
Matthew Parkes for relocating on Birse Church at Birsemore Hill event (nearly 2 miles away
from the forest….)
Congratulations to Chris Smithard, Alastair Marshall and Ian Hamilton for making it to all 12
events in the series.”
Overall 1st
Overall 2nd
Overall 3rd

Deeside Night Cup
Chris Smithard (DEE)
Jon Musgrave (M)
Ali Robertson (G)

Mini Night Cup
Sasha Chepelin (G)
David Kirk (G)
Ross McMurtrie (M)

First Junior
First Lady

Josh Dudley (M)
Sarah Dunn (M)

Sasha Chepelin (G)
Evelyn Mason (M)
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A very warm welcome to new members:
John Reeve (welcome back!)
Fay and Iain Kay
Steven Jones
Felix Späth
Nigel, Eucharia, Emily & Patrick Robinson

MEMBERS CONTACT LIST
Enclosed with this issue of Telegramp is an updated Membership Contacts list, please do not
circulate this list to anyone else and destroy any older versions you may have lying about.
Please note that only members who have renewed their membership in 2012 AND have
agreed to have their details circulated (i.e. have returned their Data Consent Form in line with
Grampian Orienteers' Data Privacy Policy) will appear on this list.

SALE! EVERYTHING MUST GO!!!
We have some old tops and hoodies going cheap.
First come, first served.
Contact Ali if you’re interested: alifrobertson@ googlemail.com
GRAMP RACE TOPS
NB These are the castle-on-the-bum style as modelled here by
Evgueni, not the latest Fugro-sponsored version.
Small – 3
Large – 1
Medium – 3
X Large – 2
Adults £15, Juniors/Students £10
GRAMP HOODIES (£8)

Large – 2

We also have some Gramp jackets.
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INFO ON SOME OVERSEAS EVENTS TO TEMPT YOU......
Dear O-friends,
Please note that in 2012 there will be again some exciting orienteering events organized in
Slovenian karst terrain.
Lipica Open - the popular season opener with a 2 day warm up event and training camps
on request; 10.-11. March, Lipica. www.lipicaopen.com
And of course the OOcup, Slovenian 5 day event, 1.-5. August, Postojna. As you might
already know OOcup offers some specialties - like the Ultimate classes (M21U, W21U, M35U
and M35U), which are run on maps without paths. Ultimate challenge for ultimate fun! In
2012 we will also for the first time organize TrailO. Postojna is easily accessible by public
transport and if you opt for the shuttle bus, you don't need your car at all.
www.oocup.com
Slovenia is small and compact and extremely diverse, which makes it a great holiday
destination. Alps, Adriatic coast, Karst (with hundreds of caves), Panonian plane, old cities
and of course the endless forests.... that is Slovenia !
Thanks for your attention and see you soon! OOcup team

Hi, here’s Lauri from Kainuu Orienteering Week!
Kainuu Orienteering Week is a Finnish orienteering week which will be held in Kajaani on
1. - 6.7.2012. Have some fantastic experiences in the unique orienteering terrain and rich
culture of Finland and participate now in KOW 2012!
Become Kainuu Orienteerng Week Facebook Fan!
Get some exclusive information about Kainuu Orienteering Week and become our Fan!
Among all Facebook Fans who join by 30.6.2012 will be drawn lots for great product prizes!
Kainuu Orienteering Week
Facebook: www.facebook.com/KainuuOrienteeringWeek
Internet: www.rastiviikko.fi
Email: info@ rastiviikko.fi
See you at KOW 2012!
Lauri Sivonen
Kainuu Orienteering Week
lauri.sivonen@ rastiviikko.fi
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EVENTS CLOSER TO HOME.....
SOUL SERIES 2012
You may have spotted this logo already if you've been looking at the
SOA website or seen references to SOULs in the Fixtures list.
Created in response to the popularity of the Nopesport Urban
League, the SOUL is a home-grown version meaning we don't have
to rack up the air miles and CO2 guilt to get some urban fun.
These events are great for those of us who like an intricate navigational challenge but aren't
so smitten at the thought of trying to bound over rough forest terrain; the urban environment
demands constant concentration, detailed map reading and a nose for hidden alleyways,
ginnels, underpasses and tricky nooks and crannies.
Oh, and it often means a good excuse to stop over and explore some city culture and/or fine
dining if you're into that sort of thing! http://www.scottish-orienteering.org/soul
We've had Edinburgh and (probably by the time you read this) St Andrews, so the next
SOUL will be at Braemar as part of JubileeFive 2 nd - 5th June.........

JUBILEE FIVE
Five events in 4 days in Deeside over the
Jubilee Weekend incorporating the Scottish
Champs 2012, a World Ranking Event and
World Championship selection and UK Cup
races. WOW!
Sat 2nd – Glen Feardar - Scottish Champs Individual
Sun 3rd - Creag Choinnich – Scottish Champs Relays
LOOK!!! GRAMP is organising the Relays
Pete and Rachel are joint organisers and would dearly love to hear from more
GRAMPS with offers to help – bag yourself the best jobs while you can!!
Everyone who helps will be able to run too so don't fret that you'll miss out on a
chance to join in the competition and enjoy Ian Searle's courses
Mon 4th – a.m. Scolty - Mountain Bike O
LOOK!!! GRAMP is organising this too
Richard Oxlade would also like to hear from more GRAMPS with offers of help
Again, you'll be guaranteed a chance to pedal.
Mon 4th – p.m. Braemar – SOUL 3
Tues 5th – Inchmarnoch - Middle Distance Race
Full details http://www.scottish-orienteering.org/soc2012
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WORLD TRAIL ORIENTEERING CHAMPS 2012
Following on from JubileeFive is the World Trail Orienteering Champs back over on the east
coast at Tentsmuir.
Anne Hickling reports that her plans are coming together for this and any offers of help still
gratefully received as they now have entries for teams from 9 nations and counting.......
She also says why not have a go at the Public Temp O
and Trail O courses 6/7/8/9th June? Prizes up for grabs
BTW. http://www.scottish-orienteering.org/wtoc2012
Trail O is designed to allow disabled to compete
equally, so no running but lots of careful study and
interpretation of maps and features. This is a lot harder
than you might think. Even the Elite Foot O orienteers
have been known to get it wrong when the
“professional” Trail O competitors have got it right.
There's a great description of Trail O and a link to an
illustrated leaflet on the WTOC 2012 website:
http://www.scottish-orienteering.org/wtoc2012/about-trailo
DEESIDE SUMMER FOREST SPRINT SERIES
Starts 20th April at Tilquillie. Same as last year, GRAMP are joining forces with MAROC to
run a series of 6 Friday evening events at 6 different Deeside venues:
20th April
27th April
4th May

MAROC
GRAMP
GRAMP

11th May
18th May
25th Nay

Tilquillie
Crathes Castle
Dunnottar Woods

GRAMP
MAROC
MAROC

Scolty
Dess
Corsedarder

Starts 18:30 – 19:00, course closes 19:30. £3/£1
One course TD3 or Orange standard, about 3km, with lots of controls and route choice in a
relatively small area so again full on concentration required just as much as fleet feet. Good
for developing Juniors too.
GRAMP TRAINING EVENTS
Have you looked at Sam's GRAMP events calendar yet? (Updated version now on the
website BTW.) You'll see some dates in blue for training/coaching. Please make a note and
come along even if you think you already know it all as they will be packed full of tips, hints
and technical exercises.
Same as last year, we'll be running Tues/Wed night combos of Beginners/Improvers
evenings at Kirkhill, Crathes, Tyrebagger and Scolty (not necessarily in that order) starting on
April 17th/18th and evrey week after that until 8th/9th May. More info to follow on the website
about times etc or you can contact Ali alifrobertson@ googlemail.com.
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Mental effort increases physical fatigue, reduces heart rate variability
(borrowed from the Sweatscience Blog, spotted by Ewen)
A pretty neat study just appeared online at European Journal of Applied Physiology, looking
at the links between mental effort and physical fatigue. The new study, from researchers at
Michigan Technological University and Virginia Tech, adds some new wrinkles.
The protocol is quite complex, but basically a bunch of volunteers did fatiguing shoulder
exercises while doing mental arithmetic ("Here's a number, multiply it by three. now multiply it
by three again." etc.). The researchers measured how quickly the subjects' shoulders
fatigued, and how quickly they recovered and returned to full strength in the 15 minutes after
the exercise bout.
As you can probably guess, the subjects doing mental arithmetic lost strength and reached
failure more quickly than the controls. Why does this happen? Well, the researchers discuss
some previous work suggesting that mental activity triggers stress which triggers low-level
muscular contractions, which can lead to premature fatigue. But I actually find another
explanation more convincing:
It has been shown that fatiguing contractions require high attentional demands
due to changes in the excitability of motor cortex. As such, it could be argued that
additional mental demand in the current study may have reduced available
attentional resources needed to increase the drive to motor neurons to maintain
the required force levels, resulting in early task failure (i.e., shorter endurance
times).
In other words, it takes focus and mental effort to push to your limits, and those are finite
quantities that can be squandered thinking about other things. That seems like the simplest
explanation to me, and it would fit with the research by Samuele Marcora.
A neat additional observation: the mental arithmetic resulted in lower “heart rate variability”
(HRV). Basically, you measure the time between successive heart beats — if that time is
always identical, you have low HRV; if it fluctuates, you have higher HRV. This tells you
something about the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems;
when you’re under stress, the sympathetic system ramps up and release norepinephrine
(aka noradrenaline), which elevates your heart rate but reduces heart rate variability. The
result: it takes longer for your heart rate to settle back to normal — which is exactly what the
researchers observed in the subjects doing the mental arithmetic.
http://sweatscience.com/mental-effort-increases-physical-fatigue-reduces-hr-variability/
There are some interesting comments on this blog article, e.g “Very interesting post. I
wonder if a practical implication is that wasted mental efforts should be avoided during
competition? Devoting mental energy to calculating pace and goal time or thinking about
competitors and race strategy requires mental resources that impact physical performance.
That’s why it’s best to run your own race and mentally prepare your pre race strategy so you
can put yourself on autopilot – less to think about during the race.”
All of which basically goes to show that orienteering really must be the most challenging form
of running we could possibly choose but then we all knew that!! Ed.
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GOLDEN TWEEZERS COMPETITION 2012
1. Competitors must check themselves for ticks following
any orienteering event and self-certify by registering their
tallies using the reporting form on the GT12 post on the
website (I'll leave a permanent link to it from the front
page). Any unfeasibly large claims will be challenged
and must be proven by photographic evidence.
2. Your highest 4 claims will count towards your GT ranking total. You can register a
claim after any event between 1/3/12 – 30/11/12.
3. There will be no age or sex divisions in the competition. Men tend to run longer
courses in more remote areas thus maximising their exposure; women tend to run
more slowly thereby making them easier prey; Juniors, although having a smaller
surface area, are closer to the ground in the first place and tend to spend large
amounts of time sitting/crawling/rolling on it anyway.
4. Claims may be made for the following categories of tick:
1 point
- Freerange Wriggler (unattached and crawling)
2 points
- Dodo (unattached and dead)
3 points
- Biting Wriggler (attached and still moving)
4 points
- Biting Dodo (attached and dead, including half ticks)
5. An additional bonus point may be claimed for each tick found on "unusual" or
"delicate" parts of the anatomy. The judge's decision will be final as to what
constitutes unusual or delicate and again evidence of such claims will be required either photographic or 3rd Party Witness.
6. In the unfortunate event that a competitor contracts Lyme Disease, they may invoke
the Golden Tweezers Trump Rule and will instantly be declared the winner.
…...................................................................................
I originally started the Golden Tweezers competition as a bit of fun back in 2005, thinking that
I might stand a chance of winning a trophy as you don't have to be able to run fast to gather
ticks while out in the forest. The competition ran for a couple of years and then fizzled out.
Given last year's reports of brushes with Lyme disease, the very mild winter this year and
the fact that I picked up a tick at INVOC's event at Ardesier early-Feb, I've decided that it's
time to relaunch the competition. And before the pedants write in to point out that tweezers
are not the recommended tool despite what it says on the NHS website, I'd like to defend the
competition title on the grounds of snappiness – The Small Green Plastic Twiddly Thing
Competition just doesn't have the same ring to it does it?
Best to try to avoid picking them up in the first place by tucking lycras into socks and avoiding
dense undergrowth etc. Won't help your GT ranking points but will help your health! Always
check carefully after an event and remove ticks as soon as you find them. For the attached
ones, there are tick removal devices such as the O'TOM Tick Twister (small green plastic
twiddly thing) or you can just grip gently and pull and twist at the same time (long finger nails
help here).
Rachel
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WOT?
NO MORE NEWS OR ARTICLES?
No, Chad. Sadly I've run out of
contributions and ideas this time. Ed.
MAYBE IT'S TIME TO REMIND EVERYONE THAT YOU'D
LOVE TO HEAR ABOUT EVERYONE'S ORIENTEERING
EXPERIENCES OR OPINIONS OR JOKES OR PHOTOS SO
YOU CAN SHARE THEM WITH THE REST OF THE CLUB?
Yes, Chad, it is. And thanks for doing my dirty work! Ed.
NO PROBLEM.
WHAT'S YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS AGAIN?
flump@ care4free.net
FINGERS CROSSED!
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GRAMP JUNIOR NEWS issue 19
CompassSport Cup
On Sunday 19th February, I, along with some others, got into a minibus and rode
down to Faskally near Pitlochry where we got out, registered and then we had to
walk/run/limp 1.5k to the start, which was a timed start with 4 boxes and the last
one was divided into all the courses (lots), I did the orange but my favourite course
name was the ‘short green veterans’ (NOT short green aliens!).
This event was a little bit different because it was between clubs rather than just
individuals (although you could still turn up if you weren’t in a club). The way it
worked was that the winner of each course would get 100 points for their club, the
second placed person would get 96, third would get 92 and so on, losing 4 points
each time (or 1 point or 2 points depending on class size). Then the club would
choose its top 25 people (using no more than 6 from each course) and add their
scores together for the club score (as the great Dr Who says ‘wibbly-wobbly timeywimey stuff!’).
Well somebody did this and we just have to believe they were right!
Well done to Sasha Chepelin and Felix Spath for earning us the maximum 100
points each! I only got 88 but my result still counted towards the club score as did
all the Gramp juniors who did orange or above: Lachlan Kirk, Katrina and Calum
McLeod, Jack Gomersall.
The grand total was …… (Drumroll)……… 2274 points!! This may sound like a lot
but, unfortunately, we did not manage to get as much as either ESOC or MAROC
who got 2352 and 2343 so we cannot go to the final :-(. Josie Gomersall, Kirsty
and Morven Farquarson ran yellow and white – in training for future events (the
rules say only orange and above counts).
I thought that the venue, Faskally wood, was a very nice place, there are ponds, a
small river and, bordering the west side, a pleasant large loch which I had to use
when I discovered that I had been going in completely the wrong direction! It was
a lumpy bumpy sort of area rather than hilly and steep. Lots of trees and all that
sort of stuff.
The best bit of the day was the cakes and drinks at the Gomersall’s house
afterwards, meeting lots of the other Gramps who went to the event!
GJO Roving Reporter (aka Keith Yardley)
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GJO Training
Kate and Carolyn and the
rest of the GJO leaders
are busy working out
what dates the GJO
training will be this year
and will be sending out
an email soon but keep
your eye on the GJO bit
of the website too for
breaking news. How
about making it your
New Year's Resolution to
attend at least two of the
sessions this year as they
are great fun and who
knows, they may help
you win the Best Junior
Improver of 2012?
Patrick and Sam preparing before running the White course at Bogendriep

Culbin 20th May
The 3rd annual Moray & Highland Junior Champs is taking place at Culbin on 20th
May. Sorry but you have to be a member of MOR orienteering club or go to a
school up there to be competitive for the prizes I'm afraid, but it would still be a
great chance to race against loads of Juniors in your own age group and MOR have
sent us a special invitation to join in the fun.
Even if GJO don't decide to attend as a group you could still go and there are
courses all the way from White up to Brown to keep Mum and Dad happy too.
Check the MOR website for details.
Jon Duncan Junior Deeside Cup
Bogendriep was the first event of this year's (JD) 2C and
14 GJOs bagged their first points of the year. Well done
everyone. Hope you enjoyed the fantastic sunny day and
the lovely scenery at Bogendriep. Iain Barraclough is the
GRAMP half of the (JD)2C organising team (of two!) and
will be keeping a close eye on your results and
calculating your points. The next event is at Allt Cailleach
up by Ballater on March 11th so not long to wait now. There's a really good teashop
at Finzean Farm Shop on the way back too to round off another great day
orienteering!
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